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VIRTUAL-PHONE-SEX.COM
Our affordable phone sex numbers are erotic in nature. Call us only if you are 21 years or older.

Great to meet you guys! When you call one of my phone sex lines, I guarantee you'll meet, talk to and enjoy a very real person. If
you want to save money, the best place to start is:

Cheap 25¢ Phone Sex Number

1-888-273-0947
This is a very popular number for anyone who not only wants the cheapest phone sex number out there but also the best. We've got
girls for every fetish! You name it, we've got it. Like mature BBWs who always need a hard dick, to horny amateur babes. Or stay at
home moms, you know those horny and sexy lonely women who don't get enough real like fucking and want to change that right
now. You can also listen into some realy juicy recorded sexy stories. If it's cheap phone sex, we've got it, toll free, with no

connection fee and for just 25¢ per minute: 1-888-273-0947

If you need more "specialzied" attention, we also have the following, slightly more expensire numbers for you:

Kinky Taboo Phone Sex

1-888-209-1356

Unrestricted, hardcore, what you want is what you get kind of phone sex kingdom where wierd is normal. I met one of my
boyfriends on this line. He was a strap-on addict and his one fantasy was to get a dick in him withough crossing over to the other

side. Used to say he wasn't bisexual but I changed that!

Mature Phone Sex with Real MILFs

1-888-212-6864 

I personally think mature women make the best phone sex operators. There are many reasons for that, one of them being that
they've seen it all and know exactly what they want.

Cock Control Phone Sex

1-888-211-6098

If you haven't been with a dominating bitch then you don't know what you're missing. Cock control and orgasm denial can give
masturbation a new meaning. All you have to do is enter our femdom kingdom..

Tease and Denial Phone Chat

1-888-211-6113
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Just like cock control but with the added spise of being teased to submission, and with whips, leather and more, it's not just in the
mind either.

Shemale Phone Sex No.

1-888-410-5513

If a strapon is no longer enough and you're not ready yet for some gay dick, a shemale is exactly what the doctor's ordered.

Cuckold Phone Sex

1-888-212-7159

If you've always wanted to watch your wife or girlfriend being fucked by another man but were too shy to ask, this number will
make it feel like it's really happening to you. You gotta try!

Humiliation Phone Sex Jerkoff

1-888-209-6064

Get a kick out of being told you're worthless, that your pathetic small cock is totally useless? This number has your name on it.
That or you can't even read.

Mommy Sissy Telephone Sex connection.

1-888-212-5362

Perhaps it's the mother in all of us, but there is something especially erotic for a woman to take care of her man, be the mommy
and treat her little baby man like a sissy. Get yourself a real pampering session and come out like a sissy. That's what you want,

don't you?


